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1. Subject operation, activated as a medium for recruiting, training,
and controlling stapaibehind notate with special emphasis on secret radio
communications, is gradually assuming a recognisable shape. As a result of
plans and effort, trial and error successes and failures, it has °Mimes
shown symptoms of a Topsy—like growth. Rowever, we hope that we have grown
with it.

2. During the exploratory stages in this new field of operation we could
only presume a program of exploitatión. with the obvious primary speolfica.
tion of storability tempered by availability, we explored the potential in
special fields of employment, the physically handicapped and the Aged. And as
a•special qualification, attempts were inade to restrict candidacy to Germans.
of political neutrality, or at /east with no compromising history of employment,
or close association with the occuTation forces * It is this latter qualification
which has presented the greatest hindrance to progress and for which we have
had to compromise our previously conceived notion of lona agents operating
independently. The most outstanding example of the !Utility and frustration In
recruiting in this qualification category was in oUr elementary effort to make
direct contact with prospective Germans independent of intermediary references
or introductions. For this we advertised in the newspapers stating the ease
of an American who would like to make soda ecquaintances . with Germans so he
could improve his German conversational abilities. This advertisement produced
some fifty applicants who were subsequently screened against our recruitment
standards. while many of the applicants could be evaluated in initial inters.
views, the family or social group of favorably qualified dandidates required
like consideration. The thus compounding commitiments for return visits for
for further evaluations were almost overwhelming. Boaetheless, the prospect of
this vista of recruit potential faded discouragingly as closer acquaintanceship
revealed unfavorable characteristics or influences. whereas in our first
estimates of productiog for this effort we Could only hope to apply the civilian
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salesmatOs standards of 15 Malls* 5 favorable interviews and 1 sale, we soon
learned the etisence of KIM= recruitment (toad not be reduced to a sign on
the dotted line contract closure. Instead, contrary to our eptimiem eUr
present estimation of the ration of contacts to Omit/talents is 50.1.
Obviously this type of pusey.f looting Is too inefficient 14 the fact of the
Urgent need for stAY.behind, agents. On the other hand, contrary to the club
car witticism of the favorable replies to the direct yes or no appreach, the
security of the overall operation forbids bare faced propositioning,

3. EUrther, the experience obtained in the chore of burying the VULTUM
sets. allocated to KOB-showed other reasons for need of comprOmise in our
original conception of the lone Agent. The normal measures of security
exercised in the burying of the sets will neoeesar1ly be manifold in the
time of recovery. The mental picture of one lone agent going out Into the
night in a land of a well policed agresser military occupation is beyond con.
oeption. The first slam of the pi* and the grate of the shovel can be a
morale shattering clatter unless boletered by adoomplide lookouts guarding
the avenues of apprehension* Inasmuch as the Agent will thus have need for
accomplices, and probably again later assistance In maintaining security and
intelligence ',overage during operation, , we are presented with a wider Amps
of recruitment. And, whereas In some oases, the basic recruit may be capable
of selecting his own accomplices, other cases will require our makieg the
selections to guarantee a competent operating unit consisting Of cover
patronage and intelligence procurement as well as a sender. While at first
glance this might appear to add to the burden of recruitment, it also offers
redemppleme in the leseening of the steineenoles of finding all qualifications
in one man.

4. A0 a further deterrent to individual recruitment, we have found that
the necessary continued liaison presents a risk to the most guiltless German.
The need for working through cutouts is therefore compelling, and subesquently,
& qualified content will also be adaptable as a recruiting agent. This
compromise to our pre.consteived owin g operandi might appear to expose up to
the forfeits of chain operations. 	 wever, the accompanying map which portrays
the disposition of ICOB I s EIBITZ coverage shows representation in three phaseet
lone operators, single calls, and connected units. We will continue our
efforts toward !letting up lone agents, but we can obviously expect scat progress
in the development of connected units. And even here, it will be noted that
the hook.up is more in the form of a rimlese wheel than a ohain, awl, time
permitting the elimination of the central link, the net can be broken up into
separate operating units.

5. The ettiethad map is self explanatory with regard to the geographical
coverage so far achieved in ZOB l e recruitment. The varied colored 11nas are
employed only for clarity of portrayal and in no way are intended to a code for
evaluation, Ai for the individual agents, they will be taken up In categorical
fields of priorityt

A. /hvpicallr Handieappet1 As stated in a previous memo regarding this group,
we have had to Judge many of the prospects psychologically or temperamentally
unadapteble to VULTURE work. .A more or less concentrated stud,/ was sv41104011
throUgh ,Pleines exploitation of the Stuttgart Social Amt where, under cover
arranged with Signal Corps, hei-pseeented himself no a pre.war goof al worker who
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still retains a sympathy for the handicapped and is now using his position
with the . oecupation forces to prevail upoa the Signal Corps to give
rehabilitory employmmet to the .German war.vounded. Ourobservatioas here,
substantiated hy others who have mad, similar oentideratione, were that most
of the warwwounded, from either front, have a belly full of war and are taking
soled* In their wands which will exWASO them from further conflict. And in .
some cases, there is strong evidence of the world.owee.me.a.living attitude.
Less epeoifically, it must be recognised that developmebt among the handicaPPeid
calls for psychological and social case work which an intelligence case worker
is not equipped to proof**. However, the •emphasis given this priority group
is reflected in the present ratio of four sualthandidapped among KOB's cower.
age.

1. KIBITZ 3 (MOKA.11)45), As OA unsophisticated youth of 21, his mild
manners belie a creditable tenaoity of purpose.— Buffeting a paralytic
atrophy of left arm and leg which had pretty much confined him to the
family's sixth floor apartment, he proceeded on a course of self stUfk
among which was Baglish, Ohich he perfected with months of repeatiAU
the words of the OH radio announcer. This ability to learn coupled
with his made aptitude test score of 109 makes him one of the most
promising sender. prospects. It would be no surprise to find he will
have taught himself the Morse code before we can arrange the tralaing
for him.

Farther, his repponse to the pro.American indoctrination is almost
embarrassing. Recruitment was under Signal Corps cover as tecurity
against the family. Control and training will also be under the same
cover until his training has progressed to the degree where further
orientation is aeoessery.

or actual operations, it is recommended that he be restricted
to the technical aspects under a Wafted intelligence operator where
his mild mannerisms will be a security asset.

2. XIB/TZ 5 (OOKA.11557)t 'qualifications as physically handicapped due
to his war pleas Grath head Injuries from which he now has a partial
steel skull become almost eseendary to the man's other qualifications of
character and his air fofte communications experience. As the 29 year
old son of a dentist of comfortable means, his proOram for a professional
education was sacrificed by the war. He now is Attempting to provide
for his fanny without financial assistance from his father.

Subject was recommended by KIBITZ #2 and was partially worked through
him. However. Subject's impending hoasehold move out of #24 orbit
presents an opportunity to work him directly in which case we will have
full benefit *Phil self sufficiency.

3. KIBITZ #11 (MOKA415$2): Classification In the physically handicapped
category is by VIA1100 of his $0A incapacities suffered from four war
wounds and onefr:.etd.nis. sHoweMer. Subject is well qualified otherwise,
having proven himself in war service Urea Oro**, 1st & 2nd class) and
through eighteen years of acquaintaace with I t	 •



Of 011.0 t- ;L t 0 40:0000, (MOR040/64) 27212% #11 Is the aely oee
who knows of r	 =.110 activity au4 then is still led to believe that
T: --I t s efforts were strictly of pro4lermaA motivation in seeking U$
help for Germany against Communism, ef which motive RUM OA wtellr
approves. He is the one ahe opened	 • to 4- fl, and, after
transferring to the West Zone, • pointeda	 n to his replecementin
C	 who produced well for the duration of that operation.

For his present recruitment, he has been informed that the operation
is of German initiative with US support and that c -n (as a friend) Is
contacting him for plena in the event of emergencies, each 49
precedeAted Communist victory In a Western election, or a Cesavaalpssm
military aggression. Als duties as outlined consist off information
gathering, safe haven (for which his little home on the outskirte of
the village would be ideal), and assistance in building Up a coemunica.
%ton unit.

He enters the commitiment without reservation and will take the
radio training as necessary, but joins mania the recruits in suggesting
we also consider. women for Wit training because they would be more
readily available for the training and offer greater steyability,

4, BUM #7 ( I: ,3)s SUbjeot i.e well known as one of our long term
stay.behInd agents. While he has been fully cultivated and indoctrinated, .
the specific briefing and training for his mission are still-being held
In abeyance until dieposition of the former cutout who at the moment is
a questionable factor.

As a. matter of record., it should be stated that though Sub/Peet
measures up to all our standards of recruitment, even to the priority
group of the handicapped, it is E. :rs judgment that Subject cannot
be expected to work independently as a lees *Prater, He win probably
require accomplices Of a stronger heart to forward his mission in secret
radio communications, However, the present moment does mot require the
designation of his supervieor and he will continue to be handled directly'
and trained as a lone agent.

B, pealifiestien bv Aso Ratty categorical speculations emphasised the
potential stayabillty of men In the upper age bracket. The proof of this
theory must-remain-until an aggreesor occupation force establishes its criteria
for age deferments from dislocating conscriptions, rarther, present
estimates by Comma personnel are that candidates IA the upper age brackets
might not be adaptable to the gruelling communications training.

However, their possible usefalnese is not to be discounted entirely. An
innocent old man might prove just the type to provide cover for communicatione
.operations. we ourselves as strangers in a strange land have little occasion
to develop associations among the elders. However, 	 in his brief to
develop the Ratio coverage veant to his old 1104 dog patrons for counsel and
came up with an intellieence coverage that IS so productive that vs can not
hold it in reserve for RUM operations. That for the specifies of this report,
the following candidate at age 49 comes closest to qualifying for this Category;

RI11114.#8 (HGRA.11187)s At one time vise president of the Leipsig



he wan briefly a victim of MID manipulatioes. On the day of a scheduled
meeting, the DU prusident was detalued by the An. Shortly before
meeting time, IIII/T% SNas vice president, was informed that the permit
for the meeting had been revoked. Ae an only course of action, he
proceeded to the meeting place to call off the meeting and while still
in the process of disbanding the group, wee arrested for unauthorized
assembly. Shortly thereafter, he and the president were freed under the
condition that they would submit reports on ODU activities. They both
promptly fled the stone as apparently vas desired by the HO, thus leaving
their ODU positions vacant for more selective candidates. At least
their flight appears to have been desired by the MVO inasmuch as Ws
family was not once questioned regarding his whereabouts during the
several months they remained in Leipzig while waitieg fOr him to become
established in the West Zone.

Hie orientation of the KIBITZ operation is Ostler to that of most
°them a German initiative with US wpoteorship. He accepts the required
oommitYments without reservation Other than insisting en full assurance
that he will not be required to act, nor be misled into acting, against
the allies. However, there might be a questloe of his steyability thie
to the HVD experience, but from the HO's lack of followthrough, we are
almost convinced that S o s temporary arrest van nothing more than
local political maneuver.

O.. k.filablatelAIGISSAI In early thinNing of special employments as quanfe.
cations fer KIBITZ candidacy, we were mindful of the stnyabilley of low
level employees in essential municipal, state, and federal services. while
it is common knowledge that many in this employment group have responded to
ideologies opposite to ours, vs must -Adel:1i we have so far failed to kindle
a kindred idealism. Bather, from the frequency with which they made their
Waal calls at meal times it would appear they look upon an Aeerican
association as a promotion from their present small time patronage. This
became nauseatingly obvious when one policeman was bold enough to suggest
that if I had any gifts in mind for him it might be more convenient for me to
Make them in scrip - he could make his own purchase* at the PSI

There have been other suggestions of recruiting among the foresters and
game wareens. Sot being much inclined toward hunting and fishing, we have
taken only one occasion 140 survey the area, but do admit the possibilities
there, And though willing as one might be to further explore this field;
present committeents almost prohibit such time consuming excursions.

• However, and still within the category of special employment, but not in
the sense of stayabiliey, we have come to the point of compromising with our
preeconceived reluctance to work the field of radio operators. The logic of
our first veto still stands . a known radio operator is suspect per se, and
the registry of his proficiency is.a handy reference for a wholesale round...up.
Tei4 despite all the arguments against them, it Is becoming more and more
obvious that we will have VI take the risk in order to have immediate assurance
of available senders. At the moment, the resat of inestimable effort shows
us with eleven Rend recruits but with not one who could be Milted without
extensi ve training. We therefore must ask for reconciliation with our
established•ban on radio hams in the hope that,thoserecrulted will be able to



survive long enough under Cover to justift the risk. .

Here, however, though there are innumerable available rosters of past
and present radio operators, we encounter the same old bog. lack of
common grimed on which to work for evaluation screenings. As a partial
solution (HOHA.40814) we have prchgroemmlc- -3v te take the necessary
training and examinations in order to set himself up as a ham in his own
right and time earn entre to the elite ham fraternity through which we can
make contacts. Aloe afoot is a program of recruitment among LI_J former
Wehrmaeht intercept service men. Whereas C--J himeelgL ie disqualified as
hiving been an **titre &moat in our employ, ear is he personally interested
in tide project inasmuch an he feels he will be more valuable to V* In
intercept from outside of the enemy sons, he has so far eubmilted two
candidates. Out a code expert (Gottingen, British Zone) who is net yet ready
for inclusion IA this report, aad the other a former fetker now living in
Ober Bavaria:

KIBITZ #10 (MDKA41585)1 Qualification for the category of Special
Employment are met by Subject's military experience in radio comma.
cations. Trained for radio work from induction in 1939, his first
duties were as observation post radio men for a radio direction ander
unit. Subsequent experience was as intercept operator, end in a later
period as acting chief of a stool network reiclio and telegraph) of
13 radio teams with responsibilities of call signals, frequency and
code assignment, and maintenance oi radio equipment. Later, with
further training for an evaluation post, he served as evaluator iniRt
Signal Detachment, Army Group South.

In addition to having ready made qualifications for VULTURE
operations, we can expect technical adeice In setting up VULTURE units.

Subject is one of c- 	 former colleagues, and for security
reasons will continue to be handled Wreughc=	 until we receive
approval for aptitude tests and %retain& We hope to utilise his
present interim of self employment for his tratelug period.

D. General)

1. KIBITZ #2 (NOK441163): The referenced memorandum requesting attthrWar
for his training fully outlines the history of his recruitment.

Originally cultivated under our presumption of lows agent, he was
painstekingly developed and accredited as such (aptitude score 120).

Later, as experience began to teach us the fallacies in the lone
agent theory, he simultaneously underwent the transition to the *eV
contained operating unit. However, as vs became acquainted with his
operational accomplices, we judged them as too valuable to be subordinated
to his unit and now have taken measuree foe eutt them (#5 & #6) out and set
them up separately. However, he still retains	 within his unit, and is
now preparing personelle On others of his eeleetion4 one of whom is an
amputee (left leg at thigh) whom we will be very KAX/0118 to assimilate
into the program.



14 KIBITZ #4 (NSKA.41344): Reetweited as a teaiMate for #2. Subject
mooturvoil 0I) to his 1004 Mutation as a solid citizen whose Maturity
and military experience as A captain In the mountain troops will be
e decided sweet to #2 in his TULTURE operation. Yer reasons of security.
hip reorultment i4 being handled in two phases. 4. e, he is iwfull
cemplieity with #2 in a ienee of reeponelIIIitY to Germany in case of
SOviet occupation, and in the other, for purposes of training, he is
being handled by c a under Signal Corps cover. He has passed his
aptitude test (soore 92) for possible Signal Corps employment, we Will
continue to handle him in this manner until it is determined whether
his training is to go beyond the technical Meets of transmissions,
leaving the eodings to #2, or Whether he is to get the f011 orientation.

3. Inin #9 (MA41$86)* As the personalis in the referenced memo
will indicate, Subject is veil prepared fore profession in engineering
&Ad hie respect for American engineering principles and development*
stands third (1. anti.Communiemt 2. preakermanieM) in the wale of his
motivations 'for entering KIBITZ operations.

Recommended and presently handled by t	 until approved for
training, his orientation is still restricted to the cover of KIBITZ
being au operation of German initiative with US support. His recent
promotion from the less critioally conspicuous position of janitor at
the time of recruitment to that of manager of the SchwebmUndhen Amerika
Ilene was an unforseen development which leaves much to be desired.
However, with the present dire need of recruits, we can ill afford to
scrap him. Bather, we hold with his hopes for fiplorment IA engineering
in some Other part of Germany after which we can further evaluate time's
clouding over of his association with the US occupation.

4. KIBITZ #6 (N0KA4I471)1 This recruit 14 evidence of the Availability
of readyumade candidates If only we had some expeditious means of
solleiting them. As in this case, Subject's idealism, anti-Uomulunism.
pro.Oermanism, pro.Ameticanism, combined with a quality of character that
demanded he do something, made him an opportune find. A Penser division
buddy .of #2, Subject was first to come to 12's mind When it appeared we
would need help in digging out KIBITZ recruits. Although Subject's
location in Tubingen was beyond #2 1 s orbit, the strong recommendation
justified an investigation of the possibility of using Subject to develop
an operation in his area where we had little other hope of activity.

First contact was made W #2 to explore Subject's present attitude
which was found to be much in line with our thinking. He, along with two
comrades, had been giVing serious thought to their responsibility and
course of action should Germany be overrun by an aggressor force. They,
however, had been thinking of employing their position* of leadership in
the University (Subject was then president of the student union) for the
formation of a resistance group. Upon this premise we took over the
contact and turned Subject's thinking to our speoilic-needs. Whereas
resistance movements will develop spontaneously, there is a present need
for men like him to prepare themselves for a zore special mission. This



trend 00eme to afford Subject more tangible evpreemlon of hi* Initiative,
and he is nov,ferming his program with a 00hOdUle AW training after.
a3Jsemetter exams, and it making a porsonalia retort for um on a

leneer Major adjutant of a general staff corps whsm he would like to
erproaoh for recruitment as his intelligence observer,

The foregoing Portrays only that portion of the KIBITZ prestos. admittedlY
the majority of came. handled by	 „1, and gives you falai,
completely the results of his activities in this field to date. A thlWm.
nail sketch of other KCD/KIBITZ activities followet

The correspondence on KIBITZ #1 is Up to date.

The t alKIBITZ eVh.oproject hoe still to bear fruit doe to
Nil time involvement in both 	 n and 4 C-	 affairs.

•	 Subject of Mtn-41568, a hunting contact of	 z'. should be
designated am Z12422 #12. Ho will be used most likely as information
gatherer and safe house, Be fits admirably into both the over age and
physically handicapred categories but Is perhaps too rabidly anti.CoMmunist
for perfect stayabilitY• -

KOJI has now donoluited preliminary investigations of 3 Karlsruhe members
of the MO (through the El-	 anti another 3 have recently been •
assigned to them for investigation. 	 •

Chief, KOS



_ MGKA-11587

MGKA-11586

61- mm-11585

_ MGKA-11582

xxx.7 Included to indicate
direction of develop-
ment but not yet
qualified for this

;'JH report.

(j) - MGKA-11345

e_ MGKA-11344
0- MGKA-11557

(i) - MGKA-11471

()) - MGKA-.9436

TI3ai

Ref: MGKA-11643

LEGEND: (The colors employed in this map are for clarity of
portrayal of KOB I s KIBITZ coverage and are in no
way intended as a code for evaluation.

1: Since being relieved of his East Zone operations
this agent of long standing is being utilized to recruit
and act as cutout on KIBITZ operations (mm-9764). It
should be noted that the agents shown as being worked
through El J do not know of each other.

3 Though disqualified for having been an active agent,
he is performing in a secondary role to open a ready field
of KIBITZ operators among former German communications
intercept service.

_ MGKA-9288

MGKA-11163: Recruited to be a lone agent with assistants
added later to complete an operating unit. However, his
*5 and #6 have developed to. be of such self sufficiency
that they are being cut off (indicated by broken line) to
set up 'separateunits. It should be noted that 4, 5, and 6

.do not know each other.
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